I am glad to introduce the second issue of the new international "Journal of Security and Sustainability Issues". The journal has been started with the purpose to identify and reflect contemporary urgent problems encountered by modern societies in their paths of rather complicated development.

Today's military conflicts are frequently caused by crises, which stem from issues differing from those, which prevailed a century or several centuries ago. Today we already have the word divided geographically by the biggest nations but encounter conflicts of different origin.

Nowadays scarce resources (e.g. energy, water), uneven development of economies, unemployment, retarded economic growth, worsen social security and a lot of other reasons affect human wellbeing and cause clash of interests, if not military conflicts.

It becomes more and more important to keep in focus processes, which can eventually turn into "hot points" and cause tension in certain geographical spots. The "Journal of Security and Sustainability Issues" is ultimately supposed to let tracking the latest issues of development, or, sustainable development, which could condition any kind of insecurity.

Admitting that at current times various facets of development serve as the main determinants of insecurity, we emphasize that prevention of insecurity requires recognizing its sources. Again, insecurity may arise because of different reasons. In order to indicate them and predict insecurity threats, we need to address rather broad variety of questions, e.g.: are we secure energetically; how to secure our future in terms of having enough food and prevent depletion of natural resources; how to secure ourselves socially; how to secure future generations not forcing them to move to other geographical spots for better future. And, finally, in case of encountering actual insecurity, we need discussed policies, which alternatively could be employed in order to solve issues in the most efficient way.

The purpose of the journal is to bring together professionals (both civil and military) for the discussion, which, we hope, would finally provide societies with additional insights or philosophical platforms facilitating further secure and sustainable development of different countries. Let insecurity prediction and prevention stemming from awareness and critical evaluation of the world development issues lead us towards peaceful and affluent future.